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” 
On BC CRN’s value of Collaboration 

I've been thinking about how important collaboration is on a few levels. 

The Summit really drove home that collaborating with other Mentors 

provides ideas, offers support and a sense of belonging as a member of 

a team. I just had my first experience as a BC CRN representative while 

working on a task force with local groups created to serve older and 

vulnerable adults through COVID-19. We received a lot of attention and 

recognition and, more importantly, we brought focus to what was 

needed for those we serve. A group of individuals with a collective goal 

is a force and a powerful tool to get results. 

– Laura Beamish, Regional Mentor – North East 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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BC CRN at a Glance for 2020-2021 
  

81 Community  
Response Networks 
(CRNs) 

Serving 233  
BC communities 

601 E-Connector 
subscribers 

686 Facebook 
followers 

504 Twitter 
followers 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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48% report adult abuse is a 

problem in their community 
requiring a community 

response* 

70% reported seeing or 

hearing about a positive 
impact on the community as a 
result of the work of the CRN* 

93% reported receiving  

E-Connector “always” or 
“sometimes” read it* 

56% reported increased community 

awareness of adult abuse, neglect, 
and self-neglect* 

More than a third reported seeing 

signs of increases of abuse or potential abuse 
during the pandemic* 

*Based on results from BC CRN’s 2020 CRN Evaluation. (See p. 14 for more.) 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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Report of the Chair of the Board of Directors to the  

18th Annual General Meeting – June 24, 2021 

This time last year, I wrote in my annual report that restrictions in BC were lifting and we were 

moving back towards a new normal. Here I am again, a year later, writing with the same 

hopefulness. I pray that such hope is not required again next year. 

Although many things in our world have changed over the past year in ways we couldn't have 

imagined, one thing that hasn't changed is my admiration for the group of people involved in 

the BC CRN.  

I wrote last year how impressed I was at the creativity and commitment of our Executive 

Director, our Admin Team and our Mentors in finding ways to develop community in the face of 

the pandemic restrictions…and to sustain that effort for more than a year! I am humbled to be 

able to serve alongside such an incredible group. 

This is my final year of service on the BC CRN Board thanks to a one-year extension of my term. 

In the spirit of continuous improvement, the board has begun some development work to 

further clarify our values and specific roles as a board. I am thankful to my board colleagues for 

allowing me to remain to see the fruits of those labours. I am confident that your strong Board 

will grow even stronger. 

Thank you, everyone, for your work throughout this past year. In a world where separation and 

brokenness seem to be growing daily, your work in building community and connection is ever 

more vital. 

Sincerely, 

Ward Bertram, Chair 

  

http://www.bccrns.ca/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/executive-and-administrators/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/executive-and-administrators/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/regional-consultants-and-mentors/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/board-members/
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Report of the Executive Director to the  

18th Annual General Meeting – June 24, 2021 

The 20/21 year will be long remembered as the year of the COVID-19 global pandemic.  

The BC CRN has always worked virtually but missed the ability to travel and meet in person. 

With everyone being provided with a Zoom account, many innovative and effective ways were 

found to reach out, meet, confer, discuss, and generally stay connected in the field and with 

internal and committee communications. We were able to make some significant headway, 

which is exemplified by the reports of our management team and evaluator that follow. 

We could not have done this work without the ongoing financial support of the BC Ministry of 

Health and the Community Gaming Grant. We shall be eternally grateful for the trust that has 

been placed in us to become an important and stable connection with the grassroots 

throughout the province. Each community is able to decide the best way to raise the awareness 

of abuse, neglect and self-neglect and to support their own local resources and referrals.   

The BC CRN Board of Directors is passionate about the work we do. We are fortunate to have 

such a fine, dedicated group of leaders who are engaged in the governance of our association. 

The BC CRN plays an important role in the ongoing operation of the Council to Reduce Elder 

Abuse (CREA). During the last year, we created Terms of Reference which define how we work 

together. CREA brings together decision-makers from a wide variety of stakeholders to monitor 

the implementation of the BC Together to Reduce Elder Abuse strategy. 

The ongoing work that we have done on the BC CRN Strategic Plan stood the test of the 

pandemic by helping to inform our work from a strong base of values and principles. 

I hope that you will enjoy reading about the work that has been done this past year. I can 

assure you that the future looks promising and is built on a firm foundation. I am proud to 

represent the BC CRN at several Provincial and Federal tables and always take the opportunity 

to describe our model and the successes we are having in helping to make our communities 

safer places for everyone. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sherry Baker, M.A., Executive Director 

  

http://www.bccrns.ca/
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/organizational-structure/ministries-organizations/ministries/health
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/organizational-structure/ministries-organizations/ministries/health
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/sports-culture/gambling-fundraising/gaming-grants/documents-forms/information-forms-resources?keyword=community&keyword=gaming&keyword=grant
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/board-members/
https://reduceelderabusebc.ca/about-crea/#:~:text=The%20Council%20to%20Reduce%20Elder%20Abuse.,Abuse%2D%20BC'%20Strategy%E2%80%9C.
https://reduceelderabusebc.ca/about-crea/#:~:text=The%20Council%20to%20Reduce%20Elder%20Abuse.,Abuse%2D%20BC'%20Strategy%E2%80%9C.
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Director of Administrative Services Report: 2020-2021 

The Administration Team supports the operations of the BC CRN in achieving the strategic goals 

of the organization. With 81 community response networks, 15 Regional Mentors plus a 

Mentor Liaison and the management team, we support programs, grants, community outreach 

materials, communications, data collection, finances, regulatory compliance, and other support 

services as requested. 

During the year, we pivoted to accommodate the challenges of COVID 19. This included a 

review of many aspects of our communications. All internal and external meetings were 

transitioned to a virtual platform. Provincial Learning Events are now hosted on a webinar 

platform which resulted in a significant increase in attendance. Several systems were 

implemented and/or updated to support our work and provide improved metrics to guide 

further improvements. This included a change in the delivery of the E-Connector newsletter to a 

more user-friendly format. A review of our printed materials was undertaken to ensure they are 

updated and developed to ensure our continued response to adult abuse, neglect, and self 

neglect.  

The tools to support a response to adult abuse, neglect and self neglect required some 

flexibility during COVID 19. In place of canceled conferences and community gatherings, 

Community Response Networks (CRNs) are creating innovative ways to reach vulnerable adults 

and provide information to them. This has been done by drive up events, online events, door to 

door routine deliveries and various methods of personal contact. CRNs have been busier than 

ever undertaking ways to support vulnerable adults in communities throughout BC providing 

needed information and being a welcome connection during this time of isolation. 

Our two signature programs, It’s Not Right: Neighbours, Friends and Families and Gatekeeper 

have transitioned to a virtual platform, which required an update to the materials and delivery 

techniques. Early signs indicate this will be a more efficient way to deliver our programs. These 

programs are offered throughout the province to inform participants about the signs of abuse 

and what they can do if they sense something is not right.   

The work of the Administration Team is supported by Arlene Johnston, who is familiar to our 

CRN coordinators as she administers project grants, coordinator grants and tracks the required 

statistics we use in our reporting. Nicole Bell purchases and administers the materials we 

supply throughout the province and is especially busy during the time leading up to World Elder 

Abuse Awareness Day on June 15. In addition, she takes charge of our website updates and 

other digital requirements. Debbie Chow, communications consultant, is editor of our monthly 

E-Connector newsletter and during this fiscal year worked on the development of a 

communications strategy that is guiding all our communications. Doug Waymark provides our 

monthly book-keeping and financial reports with speed and efficiency. 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/regional-consultants-and-mentors/
https://bccrns.ca/provincial-learning-event/
https://bccrns.ca/news/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/what-is-a-crn/
https://bccrns.ca/programs/its-not-right-program/
https://bccrns.ca/programs/gatekeeper-program/
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The Administration Team is committed to the BC CRN mission of “stopping adult abuse and 

neglect together” and looks forward to continuing to play a role in creating a coordinated 

response to abuse, neglect and self-neglect in the province of BC.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Sharon Johnson, CPA, Director of Administrative Services 

  

” 
“I am, now more than ever, grateful to be involved with the Sparwood 

Community Response Network. It helped prepare me for what I faced 

when I saw my elderly mom for the first time in over a year. COVID 

prevented my usual two or three visits per year. My mom, who lives in 

Flin Flon, MB, suffers from profound hearing loss for which her hearing 

aids have reached their maximum benefit. The loneliness resulting 

from hearing loss, combined with the loss of social gatherings since 

March has had an effect on her demeanour that it shocked me! She is 

definitely self-neglecting. I am focusing my two weeks here with her to 

help her remember how beautiful and special she is! I am giving her 

apartment a good cleaning but, more importantly, I gave her a haircut 

today, did her makeup, brought a nice outfit from her closet for her to 

wear and took her out and told her how beautiful she looked! She 

smiled, said ‘thank you’, and indicated she had a good time! It’s my 

time to ‘give thanks’ for all she has done for her family for over six 

decades.” 

 -- Sharon Strom (post to Sparwood CRN Facebook, October 2020. 

Reprinted with permission and edited for clarity.) 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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Regional Consultants’ Reports: 2020-2021 

1. Fraser Health, Vancouver Coastal & Vancouver Island 
The former Regional Consultant, Bernie Woods, left us in February 2021 to resume her 

retirement. It was my distinct privilege to fill in for her until a new Regional Consultant could be 

hired. I thoroughly enjoyed getting to know the mentors better, learning about all the work 

they are supporting in their regions. 

This was the first full year for Joanna Li (Vancouver, Chinese, Francophone and Vancouver 

Indigenous) and Jas Cheema (Surrey, Delta, White Rock, Langley, Lower Mainland LGBTQ2S+). 

These two multi-talented, multi- lingual mentors did not take long to organize their regions, 

support their coordinators, and take an active interest in learning and increasing their ability to 

support their diverse communities. 

Jane Osborne and Alyssa Christensen have been amazing forces in the central and northern 

Island region to work with the Community Health Networks and the many First Nations 

communities to raise the awareness of abuse, neglect and self-neglect. They have done 

significant work in Advance Care Planning, LGBTQ2S+, and Restorative Justice connections. 

Cari Taylor in the Victoria and southern Island region has found innovative ways to attract 

coordinators and is working on a special project on the topic of hoarding for the BC CRN 

In the Lower Mainland, the work is being ably done by Fiona Lewis (North Shore, Sea to Sky); 

April Struthers (Sunshine Coast); Ken Kuhn (Tri Cities, Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows/Katzie, 

Richmond, New Westminster and Burnaby); Devirani Naidoo (Abbotsford, Chilliwack, 

Agassiz/Harrison, Hope, Mission). 

Many innovative ways were found by all the CRNs to meet the challenges of the COVID 

restrictions. Special effort was made to find isolated and vulnerable adults and provide them 

with information and support. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sherry Baker, Interim Regional Consultant 

 

  

http://www.bccrns.ca/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/directory/regional-consultants-and-mentors/
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2. Interior Health and Northern Health 
It is hard to know how best to summarize this past year. It has been an interesting time for all 

our teams as they worked diligently to find new ways to support the Community Response 

Networks (CRNs) through a global pandemic.   

Despite the unique challenges, the Interior/North mentors continued to build on their 

collaborative relationships with each other. The Zoom platform quickly became the tool of 

choice for sharing and brainstorming and we are grateful to Sharon Johnson for making that 

possible. As well, mentors made use of this virtual platform to communicate with the CRN 

Coordinators in their regions, bringing them together for regular networking meetings.  

As travel was not possible, the Interior mentors took on the task of holding the first virtual 

Regional Gathering in early October 2020. Representatives from CRNs in the East Kootenays, 

West Kootenays, Okanagan and Thomson/Cariboo/Shuswap regions were in attendance. The 

one-day event included updates from the Administration team, a presentation about the BC 

CRN evaluation process, robust networking, and an opportunity for CRNs to present some of 

their own learnings to each other.   

It is a privilege to walk alongside the inspiring people that make up the Interior and North 

Mentor team. Through both regular and impromptu meetings, we have held each other up 

through this past year. The current team includes Doug Newberry, East Kootenays; Heather 

von Ilberg, West Kootenays; Micki Materi, Okanagan; Marian Anderberg, 

Thompson/Cariboo/Shuswap; Belinda Lacombe, North West; Tim Rowe, Northern Interior; and 

Laura Beamish, North East. Laura is the newest member of the team, taking over from Connie 

Kaweesi last summer. We are grateful for the two-plus years we had with Connie and wish her 

all the best in her new endeavours.   

As I head into my fifth year with BC CRN, I continue to appreciate the commitment and passion 

of the individuals who do this work. I am excited to see what this next year brings.  

Respectfully submitted,  

Valerie Waymark, Regional Consultant 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/what-is-a-crn/
https://bccrns.ca/about-us/what-is-a-crn/
https://bccrns.ca/search/
https://bccrns.ca/search/
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CRNs At Work 

  

Photos on this page courtesy of 
MOSAIC, Autumn Services, 
Kootenay IRIS, C. Taylor, Golden 
CRN, W. Hartfelder, M. Reid-
Wolfe, Youth Can 20/20, Mount 
Pleasant Neighbourhood House. 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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Photos on this page courtesy of Squamish Nation 
Elders Centre, Sparwood CRN, M. Doll, Kootenay 
IRIS, J. Lazenby, K. Kuhn, J. Fowler, B. Lacombe. 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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BC CRN Evaluation – Year Nine Report Summary 

Results Summary for 2020 Evaluation Cycle 

 

 
(View the full report for 2020.) 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
https://bccrns.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/BC-CRN-Report-2020-1.1.pdf
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Conclusions & Recommendations 
The results of the evaluation continue to be extremely encouraging. Nearly all indicators are in 

positive territory and continue to move in positive directions over the course of the study 

period.  

Perhaps the most important finding is the relatively high percentage of respondents who 

reported seeing or hearing about positive impacts on the community as a result of the work of 

the CRNs. In addition, the descriptions of the kinds of impact seen demonstrated a deepening 

and broadening of impact from internal to community focused impacts.  

Additionally, evidence of strong and growing professional networks can be seen as a sign of the 

growing infrastructure of the social network-based approach to abuse prevention and 

response.  

Stories about CRN responses to the pandemic confirm the core values of the organization and 

the importance of strong relationships and trust in creating an effective network of networks.  

The only recommendation is to continue to support recent efforts to enhance collaborative 

learning and facilitated information sharing within the organization to make use of the 

knowledge already existing within the broader network of the organization and creating more 

opportunities for action learning among mentors and coordinators.  

Excerpts from the Full Report: 2020 Evaluation Cycle 
“This year, we invited mentors to gather stories from a selection of CRN coordinators to learn 

more about their experiences with and responses to the pandemic. 

“The pandemic proved to be a good test of CRN capacity and many CRNs throughout the 

Province had positive stories to tell about their ability to respond effectively. In many ways, 

these stories confirmed our underlying assumptions about the network and relationship-based 

approach to improved community responses. The pre-existence of strong networks and trust 

enabled the most effective responses to the changing circumstances created by the pandemic.  

“The themes identified in the success stories we gathered – capacity building, adaptability, 

appropriate use of technology and action learning - all link to and resonate with the core values 

of the organization and the long-term value of building a strong network of networks. The 

fundamentally relational quality of the CRN approach underscores the importance of taking the 

long view of capacity building and the value that this long view has in unusual circumstances.  

“The Association should be proud of the reported results of the strategy and work done over 

the years of the evaluation and to have confidence in taking the CRN approach forward.  

“Our only recommendation is to continue the emerging focus on collaborative learning and 

facilitated information sharing within and among all levels of the organization. There is a wealth 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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of actionable knowledge available within the broad network of the organization, and recent 

efforts have made it significantly easier for everyone involved in the organization to access 

good information and put it into action.” 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ben Kadel, PhD., Evaluator, emotusoperandi.com 

Summary of Data Collected by BC CRN Since 2012 

Year CRNs Communities Volunteer Hrs. Donations Gifts in Kind 

 31 75  $ 226,438.00   $   84,941.00   $ 21,808.00  

13-14 45 108  $ 249,603.00   $   60,029.00   $ 21,193.00  

14-15 52 116  $ 403,237.00   $ 124,286.00   $ 19,718.00  

15-16 60 133  $ 577,582.00   $   29,703.00   $ 58,833.00  

16-17 63 142  $ 819,308.00   $   88,577.00   $ 90,612.00  

17-18 69 186         $ 904,045.00 $ 106,775.00 $125,845.00 

18 - 19 78 224 $ 979,163.00 $ 109,502.00 $156,310.00 

19 -20 80 232 $998,363.50 $124,713.00 $279,286.00 

20 -21 81 233 $1,070,863.00 $145,646.00 $256.930.00 

 

  

” 
Since the pandemic, there has been more cooperation 

and collaboration between agencies. Because the people 

we serve are suffering, we no longer have the privilege of 

silo-ing ourselves. COVID opened our eyes to a new 

approach to how we work together in the social services 

sector, one that is regional, collaborative, and inclusive. 

– Neil Fernyhough, Coordinator, Lower Mainland 

LGBTQ2S+ CRN (Source: E-Connector, March 2021) 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
http://emotusoperandi.com/
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Introducing the Board of Directors for 2021 – 2022 

The following board members were elected by acclamation for a two-year term: 

1. Dr. Gloria Gutman   Vancouver    2017 

Gloria Gutman, PhD developed and directed the Gerontology Department and Gerontology 

Research Centre at Simon Fraser University from 1982-2005. She served two terms as President 

of the Canadian Association on Gerontology (CAG), was President of the International 

Association of Gerontology and Geriatrics (IAGG) from 2001- 2005 and President of the 

International Network for Prevention of Elder Abuse (INPEA) from 2009-2014. In 2005 she was 

recipient of INPEA’s Rosalie Wolf award for her strong support of elder abuse prevention. In 

2007 she was awarded the Order of British Columbia, in 2010 an honorary LLD by the University 

of Western Ontario and in 2012 a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal by the CAG for her 

work in gerontology. She is author/editor of 23 books among them Aging, Ageism and Abuse – 

Moving from Awareness to Action (Elsevier Insights 2010). Recently, she was awarded a grant 

for an intergenerational project that will raise awareness of the risks of elder abuse in the LGBT 

community. In 2017 we were honoured to celebrate Gloria’s receiving of the Order of Canada 

that recognizes her incredible contribution to the field of Gerontology. 

2. Cheryl Martin    Kamloops    2017 

Cheryl is the Managing Partner of MARTIN & MARTIN Lawyers in Kamloops, BC and primarily 

practices in the areas of Wills and Estates, Estate Litigation, Adult Guardianship/Incapacity, and 

Real Estate.  Cheryl received her law degree from Dalhousie Law School (now Schulich School of 

Law) in Halifax, Nova Scotia in 1998 

Over the past 20 years, Cheryl has practiced in the areas of personal injury/mva matters, 

foreclosures, family and divorce law, employment law, immigration, criminal, and 

business/corporate law.  Cheryl is a past member of the board of governors for the Trial 

Lawyers Association of British Columbia (“TLABC” - Yale District) and sat on the planning 

committee for the annual TLABC Medical/Legal Conference.   

Outside of her career, Cheryl stays actively involved with the Kamloops community. A few of 

the organizations she has served with are: 

• 10 years as a board (Executive) member on the Kamloops Child Development Society; 

• Currently serving 11+ years as a member and board member of the Sons of Norway, 

Heimdal Lodge #141; and 

• Currently serving 4+ years as a board member of the Kamloops Music Collective (formerly 

known as Kamloops Interior Summer School of Music).   

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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In addition to her law practice and community involvement, Cheryl enjoys chasing her musical 

pursuits in piano and tenor saxophone along with enjoying the lifestyle offered by the BC Interior 

as an avid kayaker and hiker.   

Cheryl is married to Lesra Martin and they have two daughters. 

3. Claudine Matlo    Vancouver    2019 

Claudine Matlo is currently the Director of Community Programs at Mount Pleasant 

Neighbourhood House overseeing the Seniors, Youth, Settlement, and Volunteer portfolios. She 

has worked in the senior serving field for over 15 years in both management and direct service 

roles. She holds an MA from Simon Fraser University in Gerontology with a focus on Aging in 

Place in the Built Environment, as well as a BA in Women’s Studies and Psychology. She is 

passionate about ensuring that older adults in our community have a strong voice and an active 

role in creating safe and inclusive neighbourhoods and is currently studying innovative ways of 

engaging less heard senior voices. Outside of work Claudine is an Ayurveda and Yoga 

practitioner and has been teaching yoga for 10 years. She is also an avid runner having run 10 

marathons and two ultra-marathons. 

4. Dawn Hemingway    Prince George    2021 

Dawn Hemingway is long time community activist residing in northern BC. She is currently 

Associate Professor in the UNBC School of Social Work, supervising graduate students in Social 

Work, Health Sciences and Gender Studies. Her research and teaching focuses on community-

based organizing and policy development, including social determinants of health and quality of 

life in northern communities with an emphasis on the health of women and older adults. Dawn 

serves on the Leadership Council of the Northern Feminist Institute for Research and 

Evaluation, the Board of the Northern Central Labour Council and Intersect Youth & Family 

Services Society; co-chairs Community Partners Addressing Homeless; and serves on the Prince 

George Council of Seniors’ Liaison Advisory Committee. Regional roles include an appointment 

to Northern Health’s strategic Elder Program Council, Communications Coordinator for the BC 

Association of Social Workers Northern Branch and steering committee member for Stand Up 

for the North. Complementing local and regional work, Dawn’s recent provincial roles have 

included an appointment as Co-Chair of the Minister of Social Development and Poverty 

Reduction’s Advisory Forum for development of BC’s first Poverty Reduction Plan (2017-19); 

current appointment to the Council of Advisors for the BC Seniors’ Advocate; and Vice Chair of 

Nidus Personal Planning Resource Centre and Registry. 

 

  

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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The following board members have completed one year of a two-year term: 

1. Janice Cunningham    North Vancouver    2016 

Janice Cunningham is an independent population health and communications technology 

professional. She has a reputation for building successful public and private collaborations 

throughout Canada, the US and overseas earned over 25 years leading new service strategy and 

development for Fortune 500, non-profit, and start-up companies. She has championed the use 

of mobile technologies to reach at-risk, under-served populations for disease management and 

prevention services since 2008. She now specializes in tech strategies for aging adults and their 

caregivers. Janice holds a Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) from Simon Fraser 

University and a Master’s in Public Health (MPH) from George Washington University. 

Janice returned to Vancouver in 2015 after 20 years in the United States. She now lives in North 

Vancouver.  

2. Sue McIntosh    Langley     2020 

Susan McIntosh is passionate about building inclusive communities that empower, engage and 

value older adults for what they have brought and are continue to contribute to our 

communities. 

Susan recently retired from her role as Executive Director with the Seniors Come Share Society 

which she held for 42 years. While working and raising her family, Sue completed her B.A. with 

a focus on Sociology and Psychology and grew the Society from 1 temporary part-time program 

to be ‘the’ seniors’ resource in Surrey/White rock. Services now include three Day Programs for 

Older Adults and 26 community programs thanks to over 50 team members and 130 dedicated 

volunteers. On-going training and courses have helped Sue continue to grow her skills and 

connections to ensure that older adults have a strong voice and source for support. 

Additionally, Sue has been actively involved with the BC CRN previously as a Board Member, 

Seniors First (formerly BCCEAS) as Secretary and Chairperson as well as numerous community 

organizations. 

3. Elisse Tan     White Rock     2020 

Elisse is currently in a frontline leadership position providing clinical supervision to social 

workers at Peace Arch Hospital. She has over fifteen years of social work experience within 

acute care and community-based health care settings. She has organizational and team-building 

skills and builds partnerships with patients, families, staff and management. She will bring her 

experience as a designated responder and designated responder coordinator as mandated 

under the Adult Guardianship Act to the board. 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
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4. Derek Thompson    Nanaimo     2018 

Thlaapkiituup - Derek Thompson is from the Ditidaht First Nation located on the west coast of 

Vancouver Island. Derek has lineage in Nuuchahnulth, Coast Salish, Haisla, and Heiltsuk 

cultures. He has been involved in the arenas of First Nations health and community 

development for over 30 years. Derek has a keen interest to get back to, to move forward, and 

to transition to an ideal sense of ourselves as kuu'as - as real living human beings. 

The following board member has completed six years on the board and has been appointed 

by resolution to a further one-year term: 

1. Ward Bertram    Surrey      2015 

Ward has worked in the financial services industry since 2000 and specializes in planning for 

business, families and individuals with disabilities. He has worked in the cooperative system for 

a decade and is strongly committed to the democratization of expert financial advice and the 

removal of barriers between planning resources and those who need them. Ward holds both 

the Certified Financial Planner and the Certified Professional Consultant on Aging designations.  

Ward has been a Surrey resident for 24 years.  

For further information, go to www.bccrns.ca, or contact Sherry Baker, Executive Director at 

ed@bccrns.ca.  

  

” 
BC CRN resources have helped me do my job as community 

development coordinator better. My early life experiences with 

community support systems have shown me first-hand how challenging 

it was for decision makers back then to find tools and resources to make 

things better. My interest in CRN work stems from this. The more people 

can recognize abuse and neglect, the better they can support those who 

live in their neighbourhood. 

– Lynn Romano, Volunteer, Golden CRN  

(Source: E-Connector, October 2020) 

http://www.bccrns.ca/
http://www.bccrns.ca/
mailto:ed@bccrns.ca
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BC CRN acknowledges the generous support of the Province of BC. 
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